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alligator genus alligator either of two crocodilians related to the tropical american caimans family
alligatoridae alligators like other crocodilians are large animals with powerful tails that are used both
in defense and in swimming see also crocodile an alligator or colloquially gator is a large reptile in the
genus alligator of the family alligatoridae of the order crocodilia the two extant species are the
american alligator a mississippiensis and the chinese alligator a sinensis the american alligator is a
rare success story of an endangered animal not only saved from extinction but now thriving state and
federal protections habitat preservation efforts and reduced the american alligator is a large
crocodilian with an armored body short legs a muscular tail and a long rounded snout this reptile
nearly went extinct but is now considered a conservation success story 35 to 50 years size 10 to 15
feet weight 1 000 pounds brought back from the brink of extinction over a million of these reptiles
survive today now the main threat to alligators is habitat the american alligator alligator
mississippiensis sometimes referred to as a gator or common alligator is a large crocodilian reptile
native to the southeastern united states and a small section of northeastern mexico an alligator also
known simply as a gator is a large reptile in the taxonomic genus alligator the only living species in
the genus are the chinese and the american alligators they are members of the taxonomic order
crocodilia along with crocodiles gharials and caimans american alligators can be found in the coastal
wetlands of the u s southeast as far north as north carolina and as far west as eastern texas their
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range extends down to southern florida and includes the everglades these reptiles are usually found
in slow moving freshwater rivers but also inhabit swamps marshes and lakes diet the american
alligator alligator mississippiensis is large predatory reptile found across the southeastern united
states from north carolina to the rio grande this iconic american species is the state reptile of florida
louisiana and mississippi alligators are part of the crocodilian family which also includes crocodiles
caimans and gharials they are ancient creatures with evolutionary roots dating back approximately
250 million years habitat and distribution american alligators are found throughout the southeastern
united states from the carolinas to florida and west to texas they inhabit freshwater wetlands such as
swamps marshes rivers lakes and even small ponds habitat behavior diet reproduction taxonomy
conservation status other facts alligators are large reptiles and members of the order crocodylia the
two existing species of alligators and zack s alligator an i can read book paperback january 19 1995
when bridget the alligator arrives in the mail she s only the size of a key chain but after zack soaks
her in water she grows into a real live alligator bridget wrestles the garden hose and swings from the
monkey bars ˈælɪɡeɪtər a large reptile similar to a crocodile with a long tail hard skin and very big
jaws that lives in rivers and lakes in north and south america and china topics animals c1 oxford
collocations dictionary word origin take your english to the next level facts and information expand all
collapse all legal status the american alligator is classified by the us fish and wildlife service as
similarity of appearance to a threatened taxon this listing provides federal protection for alligators but
allows state approved management and control programs fast facts common name alligator scientific
name alligatoridae average lifetime in the wild 50 years average lifetime in captivity 60 to 80 years
iucn red list status american in alligators it s broad and u shaped while in crocodiles it s narrow and v
shaped next are the teeth in the case of alligators the lower teeth are typically not visible when the
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mouth is shut in crocodiles however some teeth in the bottom jaw appear most notably the large
fourth tooth another difference is color gray or black alligators are not only adept climbers but they
are also capable of jumping out of the water young alligators are typically the most active climbers as
they tend to scramble onto low branches near the water to get some sun but females also climb up
steep and sandy banks to find a good place to build a nest and lay their eggs noun either of two
amphibious reptiles related to crocodiles but with shorter broader snouts synonyms gator see more
noun leather made from alligator s hide see more verb crack and acquire the appearance of alligator
hide as from weathering or improper application of paint and varnishes see more pronunciation us
ˌæləˈgeɪdər uk
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alligator genus alligator either of two crocodilians related to the tropical american caimans family
alligatoridae alligators like other crocodilians are large animals with powerful tails that are used both
in defense and in swimming see also crocodile

alligator wikipedia
Mar 25 2024

an alligator or colloquially gator is a large reptile in the genus alligator of the family alligatoridae of
the order crocodilia the two extant species are the american alligator a mississippiensis and the
chinese alligator a sinensis

american alligator national geographic
Feb 24 2024

the american alligator is a rare success story of an endangered animal not only saved from extinction
but now thriving state and federal protections habitat preservation efforts and reduced
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american alligator smithsonian s national zoo and
Jan 23 2024

the american alligator is a large crocodilian with an armored body short legs a muscular tail and a
long rounded snout this reptile nearly went extinct but is now considered a conservation success story

american alligator national geographic kids
Dec 22 2023

35 to 50 years size 10 to 15 feet weight 1 000 pounds brought back from the brink of extinction over
a million of these reptiles survive today now the main threat to alligators is habitat

american alligator wikipedia
Nov 21 2023

the american alligator alligator mississippiensis sometimes referred to as a gator or common alligator
is a large crocodilian reptile native to the southeastern united states and a small section of
northeastern mexico
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an alligator also known simply as a gator is a large reptile in the taxonomic genus alligator the only
living species in the genus are the chinese and the american alligators they are members of the
taxonomic order crocodilia along with crocodiles gharials and caimans

american alligator national wildlife federation
Sep 19 2023

american alligators can be found in the coastal wetlands of the u s southeast as far north as north
carolina and as far west as eastern texas their range extends down to southern florida and includes
the everglades these reptiles are usually found in slow moving freshwater rivers but also inhabit
swamps marshes and lakes diet

american alligator facts pictures in depth information
Aug 18 2023

the american alligator alligator mississippiensis is large predatory reptile found across the
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southeastern united states from north carolina to the rio grande this iconic american species is the
state reptile of florida louisiana and mississippi

all about alligators everything you need to know wild
Jul 17 2023

alligators are part of the crocodilian family which also includes crocodiles caimans and gharials they
are ancient creatures with evolutionary roots dating back approximately 250 million years

american alligator characteristics diet facts more fact
Jun 16 2023

habitat and distribution american alligators are found throughout the southeastern united states from
the carolinas to florida and west to texas they inhabit freshwater wetlands such as swamps marshes
rivers lakes and even small ponds

facts about alligators live science
May 15 2023
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habitat behavior diet reproduction taxonomy conservation status other facts alligators are large
reptiles and members of the order crocodylia the two existing species of alligators and

zack s alligator an i can read book amazon com
Apr 14 2023

zack s alligator an i can read book paperback january 19 1995 when bridget the alligator arrives in
the mail she s only the size of a key chain but after zack soaks her in water she grows into a real live
alligator bridget wrestles the garden hose and swings from the monkey bars

alligator noun definition pictures pronunciation and
Mar 13 2023

ˈælɪɡeɪtər a large reptile similar to a crocodile with a long tail hard skin and very big jaws that lives in
rivers and lakes in north and south america and china topics animals c1 oxford collocations dictionary
word origin take your english to the next level
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alligator facts fwc florida fish and wildlife
Feb 12 2023

facts and information expand all collapse all legal status the american alligator is classified by the us
fish and wildlife service as similarity of appearance to a threatened taxon this listing provides federal
protection for alligators but allows state approved management and control programs

15 amazing facts about alligators treehugger
Jan 11 2023

fast facts common name alligator scientific name alligatoridae average lifetime in the wild 50 years
average lifetime in captivity 60 to 80 years iucn red list status american

what s the difference between alligators and crocodiles
Dec 10 2022

in alligators it s broad and u shaped while in crocodiles it s narrow and v shaped next are the teeth in
the case of alligators the lower teeth are typically not visible when the mouth is shut in crocodiles
however some teeth in the bottom jaw appear most notably the large fourth tooth another difference
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is color gray or black

later gator 6 alligator myths busted by an expert
Nov 09 2022

alligators are not only adept climbers but they are also capable of jumping out of the water young
alligators are typically the most active climbers as they tend to scramble onto low branches near the
water to get some sun but females also climb up steep and sandy banks to find a good place to build
a nest and lay their eggs

alligator definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Oct 08 2022

noun either of two amphibious reptiles related to crocodiles but with shorter broader snouts
synonyms gator see more noun leather made from alligator s hide see more verb crack and acquire
the appearance of alligator hide as from weathering or improper application of paint and varnishes
see more pronunciation us ˌæləˈgeɪdər uk
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